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Keller et al. (2007) interpret their findings from the Brazos
River area in Central Texas as evidence of two impacts at the
close of the Cretaceous with the Chicxulub impact predating the
Cretaceous–Paleogene (K–P) boundary by 300 ky, followed by
another – yet not documented – impact at the boundary.
Specifically, Keller et al. correlate the K–P boundary to a level
about 20–40 cm above the well-known spherule-rich (Chicxu-
lub) event bed at the concurrent lowest occurrence (LO) of
several Paleocene microfossils. In addition, the authors report
on a cm-thick yellow clay layer 40 cm below this event deposit
and suggest that the yellow clay is the original Chicxulub ejecta
deposit that formed 300 ky before the K–P boundary. Sub-
sequently, they present a highly complex depositional and sea-
level scenario to explain the extensive reworking of Chicxulub
ejecta 200 ky following original deposition.

In our view, the data and interpretations presented to warrant
the staggering conclusions of this paper are insufficient,
contradictory, and in part erroneous. In brief, our major points
at issue in the paper by Keller et al. (2007) are: (i) the mis-
placement of the K–P boundary, (ii) the untenable reworking
and sea-level scenario, (iii) the lack of impact evidence in the

yellow clay layer, and (iv) the exclusion of nearly all over-
whelming evidence in support of the genetic link between the
Chicxulub crater and the K–P boundary clay from numerous
K–P sections within and beyond the Gulf of Mexico. A much
more extensive discussion of the data from these K–P sections
would be required to seriously contradict the general outcome
of the earlier studies.

1. Misplacement of the K–P boundary

The “golden spike” of the global boundary stratotype section
and point (GSSP) of the basal Danian (= basal Paleocene and
basal Paleogene) is located at the base of the (black) boundary
clay at El Kef, Tunisia. The primary criteria for correlation of the
base of the Danian (i.e. the K–P boundary) by the International
Stratigraphic Commission (ICS, www.stratigraphy.org) and
outlined in Molina et al. (2006) are:

(1) evidence for asteroid impact (Iridium anomaly, Ni-rich
spinels, shocked quartz, spherules etc.) and

(2) major extinction horizon, including planktic foraminifers
and calcareous nannofossils.

Numerous previous studies reported iridium anomalies up
0.5 ppb in Brazos K–P sections and cores starting in the top of
the spherule-rich event bed and peaking with up to 1.5 ppb
about 10–20 cm above it, though the exact level and magnitude
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